SFINKS
Polish Society of Games
and Puzzles Fans - SFINKS
ul. Bialostocka 9/184,
03-741 Warszawa, Poland
Polish International Sudoku Championship

We invite puzzelers and sudoku fans from all over the world for The Polish International
Sudoku Championship. It will be conducted on its organizers (polish Society of Games and
Puzzle s Fans) website - www.sfinks.org.pl/sudoku.php on Saturday 3rd March 2007. The
championship will start at half past noon (0.30 pm GMT +01 :00; Central European Time) and
will be closed at midnight (12 pm) the same day. The championship is also fust round in
Polish qualifications for the II World Sudoku Championship.
The winner, as International Polish Sudoku Master, will receive a special sudoku cup and an
invitation as a special guest for last round of Polish qualification for II World Sudoku
Championship (organizers will cover costs of a 2 day stay in a hotel in Warsaw).
All you need for participation (registration form, instructions, the puzzle s and the answer
page, puzzle examles with descriptions) can be found on the organizers website:
www.sfinks.org.pl/sudoku.php.
If you want to compete in the championship you have to register once. The best way to do it
is to do it nowo Registered participants will receive an email reminding them of the
championship. So go to the registration page to sign up; also try the examples ofpuzzles .and
check the rules for more information. Puzzles will be the same type as puzzle s examples on
this website so it is worthy to solve the given examples.
The Polish International Sudoku Championship is an open championship - all stuff will be
available in two laguages Polish and English. It will consist of 8 sudoku puzzles
On Saturday, 3rd ofMarch 2007, at half past noon the puzzle s will become available on
SFINKS website. At the same time the answer page for sending anwers via which you can
submit your answers will become available. Answer page will be closed at midnigth the same
day. It is allowed to send aswers only once. Next asnwers from the same participant will be
invalid.
The contestant who solves the most puzzels wins the champioship. If two contestants send
answers with the same amount of solved puzzles - the quicker one wins.
As soon as the championship is over, a list with the results of all participants will be .
published.
The championship is organized and realized by the Polish Society of Games and puzzles
Fans SFINKS - www.sfrnks.org.pl. Its aim is to promote solving puzzles, especially sudoku
puzzles and bring together puzzelers form all over the world.

Best Regards
Jacek Szczap

